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                                    Right after I made this video I started liking K-lube more 🙃 so I need to make an updated video

TLDR I use Xlube mixed with Elbow Grease. Mr-s-leather.com for those in the US 
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                                    This video shows one of many ways to mix your X Lube. It's easy, it's fun and you decide how thick or thin you like it.  Simply stir X Lube Powder-Granulates into water and let it develop into a beautiful sexy clear gel - stir occationally. If you like, fill the natural feel, odourless gel into a sport-bottle and have long-lasting fun. 
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                                    This video shows how easy it is to mix X Lube in a bottle. We used a clear bottle for demonstration purposes so you can see that X Lube mixes lumps free and dissolved quickly. Enjoy X Lube #FeelFab ;@) 
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                                How to make Cornstarch Lube - Step by step

                                    http://bit.ly/ValentineRecommends

Now, here's another DIY video by lubeforsex.com this time it's the recipe for a DIY cornstarch lube. Cornstarch lube is an amazing lube alternative, which you can easily make at home, using only water and cornstarch.
To make it even better you can add scent to it by adding few drops of your favorite essential oil. In this case I added organic cold-pressed coconut oil into the combination because I wanted to make it smell a bit coconutty, and to make it last longer. However, you can't do that if you're gonna be using condoms. 
Benefits of the Cornstarch Lube are:
1) Can be used to take care of rashes
2) Great for treating skin problems
3) Good for sensitive skin
4) Prevents yeast infections
5) Provides elasticity to applied skin
The see full recipe, look a... 
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 			Isaac Dulgarian: Christian Rodriguez Was 'Lubed Up' at UFC Fight Night 239

			
  			

	



			
      
			Sherdog
			
      19 Mar 2024
			
  		
            Isaac Dulgarian has hurled some serious accusations at UFC Fight Night 239 opponent Christian Rodriguez after their featherweight bout on Saturday ... .
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 			'Black market for anything': 15 cases of motor oil worth $7,500 stolen from Athens Jiffy Lube

			
  			

	



			
      
			Athens Banner-Herald
			
      14 Mar 2024
			
  		
            The oil was discovered missing March 8 at the Jiffy Lube at 3745 Atlanta Highway, according to an Athens-Clarke police report.
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 			What’s being built near Lake Michigan Drive? It has a ‘lube pit.’

			
  			

	



			
      
			Michigan Live
			
      08 Mar 2024
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 			NASCAR Cup Series Pennzoil 400 presented by Jiffy Lube Results
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			Washington Times Herald
			
      04 Mar 2024
			
  		
            Sunday ... .
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 			NASCAR Cup Series Pennzoil 400 presented by Jiffy Lube Lineup
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			Lincoln Journal Star
			
      03 Mar 2024
			
  		
            After Saturday qualifying; race Sunday. At Las Vegas Motor Speedway. Las Vegas. Lap length. 1.50 miles. (Car number in parentheses). 1. (22) Joey Logano, Ford, 184.357 mph. 2. (5) Kyle Larson, Chevrolet, 184.225. 3. (2) Austin Cindric, Ford, 184.093. 4 ... 5 ... 6 ... 7 ... 8 ... .
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 			LUBE FOCUS WEEK 2024 Launching in Shanghai this June

			
  			

	



			
      
			PR Newswire
			
      28 Feb 2024
			
  		
            The Grand Opening of LUBE FOCUS WEEK is taking place from June 3rdto 7th, 2024 in China!&nbsp; ... Furthermore,several concurrent events are scheduled to welcome the participants worldwide to join the LUBE FOCUS WEEK (June 3rd-7th, 2024).
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 			UMGC and Jiffy Lube Renew Educational Alliance (University of Maryland Global Campus)

			
  			

	



			
      
			Public Technologies
			
      26 Feb 2024
			
  		
            University of Maryland Global Campus (UMGC) and Jiffy Lube, a national chain of automotive oil-change and preventive maintenance outlets, are renewing a partnership that allows Jiffy Lube employees to take university courses at a discounted rate.
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 			The Grim Reason Why You Seriously Need To Check The Expiration Date On Your Lube

			
  			

	



			
      
			Huffington Post
			
      26 Feb 2024
			
  		
            For many couples, lube is a sex staple thanks to friction-reducing properties in the product but, really, it can be so much more than that ... They also added that lube is a key component in tackling vaginal dryness and premature ejaculation.
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